
 

 

 
Differentiated Lesson Plan: Section 4 
 

Part  A: Objectives 
Definition: the intended learning outcomes of the lesson - What is now known? What can now be done? How have the attitudes changed?     Must be described in performance terms. 

1. Provides a basis for instructional planning 
2. Objectives should not 

 Be stated in terms of teacher performance (e.g. “Teach students scientific 

concepts”) 

 Be stated in terms of the learning process (e.g. “TSW learn scientific concepts”) 

 Be context dependent ( e.g. “TSW read and summarize the main scientific 

concepts found in chapter 6”) 

 Focus on the subject-matter topics (e.g. “TSW learn the meaning of osmosis, 

photosynthesis, etc.”) 

 Contain two or more objectives in one statement 

3. Exemplary objectives 

 TSW describe the function of each part of the circulatory system  

 TSW distinguish between a square and a rectangle 
 

 TSW list the major battles of World War II in chronological order 

 TSW explain the importance of neatness 
 

Part B: State/District Standards/Learning Targets 
Definition: statements about what students should know/be able to do, what they might be asked to do to give evidence of learning, and how well they should be expected to know/do it. 

 Content standards refer to what students should know and be able to do 

 Performance standards tell how students will show they are meeting a standard 

 Proficiency standards indicate how well students must perform 

1. The WMAS /Common Core Standards serve as the general framework upon which instructional planning occurs. 

 There must be a clear, unambiguous link between the general standard and the lesson’s learner objectives 

 Limiting the number of standards grounding a given lesson is highly recommended 
2. Examples of this linkage between Standards and Learning Targets: 

 Common Core: Eng/LA-A - Writing.W.5.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear 
event sequences.       Objective: TSW organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally. 

 WMAS: Science F.8.1 Understand the structure and function of cells, organs, tissues, organ systems, and whole organisms.     Objective: TSW name the elements 

of a plant cell and describe the function of each. 
 

Part C: Definitions of Targeted Terms 

Definition: The section of the plan where you identify the key vocabulary are noted, including expected definitions at the formal (content related) and grade-level appropriate levels. 

 Appropriate for all lessons, not just those focusing on “teaching” key vocabulary 

 Recording expected definitions ensures multiple sections come away with the same conceptual understanding.  
 

Part D: Pre-Assessment 
Definition: The section of the lesson plan where any appropriate assessment is conducted to determine learner readiness 

 May consist of formal or informal assessment activities 

 Focus is on assessing depth and accuracy of background knowledge critical to mastering the lesson’s objective(s). 
 

Part E: Pre-requisite Skills 
Definition: The section of the plan where you identify all of the skills students need in order to participate in the day’s lesson 

 Provide a plan for supporting learners who may not have these skills 

 Consider how you intend to teach the skills or modify the lesson to accommodate learners lacking these requisite skills 
 

Part F: Impact on Planning 

Definition: The section of the plan where you describe how the information gained from Part D (pre-assessment) and Part E (Pre-requisite Skills) impacts your lesson. 
 

Part G: Advanced Preparation Reminders 
Definition: The section of the plan where you note all of the preparatory items needed for the lesson. 

 Serves to organize your preparations 

 Note the agenda for the day to ensure you review it with the students 

 If using technology, indicate what needs to be set up and practiced prior to the lesson 

 

Part H: Materials and Assistive Technology 
Definition: The section of the plan where you indicate the types and quantities of materials necessary for the lesson 

 Include all materials and resources as well as the numbers of each 

 Describe any unique material considerations for specific students 

 Identify any types of assistive technology (high or low tech) that may be useful for any 

student to help them to do a particular step in the lesson 
 

Part I: Duration of the Lesson 

Definition: The section of the plan where you indicate the anticipated length of the lesson 

 Ensure that the total time listed here matches the accumulated time indicated in Part M of the plan. 

 Anticipated timing helps assess the lesson when completing the post-lesson reflection by comparing actual time spent to the anticipated time allotted 
 

Part J: Student & Room Arrangement 
Definition: The section of the plan where you indicate any student grouping or room arrangement necessary for the lesson. 

 Indicate what physical arrangements may be necessary to ensure student success 

 Describe the grouping method if applicable 
 

Part K: Teaching Strategies 
Definition: The section of the plan where you list the strategies chosen to help the students meet the learning objectives of  the lesson  

 Indicating the strategies available to the teacher that are consistent with the stated objectives provides support during the lesson if the primary strategy proves ineffective 

 Listing of selected strategies proves useful when completing the post-lesson reflection as it allows quick access to your strategy tendencies 

 Allows additional support for a substitute as they review the plan in preparation of the lesson, allowing them the opportunity to determine their familiarity with the planned 

approach and modify it if necessary 
 

Part L: Behavioral Considerations 
Definition: The section of the plan where you indicate the behavioral strategies employed to keep all students engaged 

 Indicating the strategies available to the teacher that are consistent with the stated objectives allows the teacher to antic ipate interventions for students who may exhibit 
challenging behaviors during the lesson 

 Indicating positive supports you have in place provides additional support for a substitute who may be called upon to teach this lesson in your absence 
 

 

LESSON PLAN TEMPLATE 
CLARIFYING DETAILS 



Part M: Detailed Outline 
Definition: The section of the plan where you provide, in detail, each step that leads to student mastery of the stated learner objective during the lesson 

 

1. Creative Introduction 

 Definition: A mental set that causes students to focus on what will be learned. It may also give practice in helping students achieve the learning and yield diagnostic data for the 

teacher.   Example: “Look at the paragraph on the board. What do you think might be the most important part to remember?” 

 There must be a clear and obvious link between the lesson’s opening and the stated objective(s) 

 An effective anticipatory set serves to “hook” the students and establishes the learning climate. Get the students excited about your lesson and their learning! 
 

Key Questions and Anticipated Student Responses - Located between all steps in Part M 

 Definition: An opportunity to assess students’ understanding of the current step. By indicating anticipated responses, you can plan how to revisit a key point if 
acceptable responses are not received or how to know when to move ahead to the next step. 

 Planning such questions ensures they are asked and prevents teachers from assuming understanding and moving ahead before the learners are ready. 
 

Notes - Located between all steps in Part M 

 Definition: Points between each step of Part M where the teacher can make anecdotal comments during delivery of the lesson. Eliminates the need to remember 

thoughts regarding the effectiveness of a particular lesson part or for noting improvements or modifications for the future 

 These sections remain blank during the planning process. Entries are made as the lesson unfolds. 
 

2. Explaining Behavioral Objectives 

 Definition: The point in the Introduction where you review the items indicated in Part L. Especially helpful for a substitute should they need to teach this lesson 

 Demonstrates the importance of reinforcement as key to deep learning 
3. Sharing Agenda & Objectives 

 Definition: The point in the Introduction where you share an overview of the lesson and the specific learner objectives you expect the students to achieve by lesson’s end 

 Provides students with a known purpose for what they are about to do 

 Assists a substitute in communicating what was accomplished during the lesson. 
 

Transition - Located between Steps 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, and 6/7 

 Definition: an explicit statement indicating how you will move from one phase of the lesson to another physically and/or verbally. 

 Keep the learners actively engaged during transitions 

 Helps learners recognize that they are “switching gears”. Transitions help lesson flow from one part to the next.  Example: “As you move into your groups to begin 
working on the sample problem, identify three key pieces of information necessary for coming up with a solution.” 
 

4. Lesson: Steps of Instruction  -  Not meant to be a script 

 Definition: The phase of the lesson where students acquire new information about the knowledge, process, or skill they are to achieve.  Explicitness is critical – Exactly how will 
you teach them what they need to know? 

 A clear and explicit link to the lesson’s standards and objectives is obvious 

 Demonstrate good questioning skills. Write out many of the main questions you will ask. Use recall as well as various types of critical thinking questions-Bloom’s Taxonomy 

 Include sufficient detail to allow a substitute teacher to deliver the instruction in the manner you planned 

5. Guided Practice 

 Definition: Students practice using their new knowledge or skill under direct teacher guidance. The teacher has a noticeable presence during this step. 

 NB: “Practice doesn’t make perfect, practice makes permanent” therefore, ensure your students are interacting with the new knowledge correctly before it “sets” like cement and 
then is difficult to correct later. “Perfect practice makes perfect!” 

 Describe the guided practice sequence explicitly on your plan 

6. Independent Practice 

 Definition: Assigned only after teacher is reasonably sure the students have an adequate understanding of the new material 

 The application of knowledge or skills during this step must be different from the application engaged in during Guided Practice. It is not acceptable for students to simply 
continue what they were doing during Step 3. 

 If this lesson is an initial exposure to new knowledge or a new skill, students typically are not ready to practice independently 

 This step implies practice independent of teacher guidance during the lesson, not that students are necessarily practicing by themselves 

 This is not homework. Homework comes after the conclusion of the lesson. Activities begun during the lesson may continue after the formal lesson concludes, but Independent 
Practice is meant to occur during the lesson. Based upon student success during Independent Practice, the teacher may determine that additional exposure through a 
homework assignment is warranted, but the opposite may also be true. 

7. Closure 

 Definition: The point in the lesson where students “see” the ground they have covered during this lesson. 

 It is not simply assigning homework or issuing vague praise 

 Take the time to restate your objectives, connecting them to what just occurred in class.  Use review, summary statements, or an appropriate activity to “wrap up” the lesson. 
 

Differentiated Lesson Plan: Section 5 
Definition: The point in the plan that allows you to identify the means planned to assess student progress toward mastery of the stated learner objectives. 
A. Evaluation of Student Learning 

 Identify what you are assessing and how you are assessing it 

 Determine which learning tasks need to be demonstrated by all students; which do not?   

 Consider challenge level, complexity, process modification, product modification 

 Explain what criteria are being used 

 Include the rubric or tool being used to assess student work 

 Completed during the planning process 
B. Evidence/Thinking About Student Learning 

 Completed after the lesson is taught 

 Examine what your students learned, thinking about the entire class as well as the targeted students. Answer the question: “How do you know that they 

know?” No assumptive assessment, include evidence that your students learned 
 

Differentiated Lesson Plan: Section 6 
Definition: The portion of the plan that allows think about the overall lesson and evaluate its strengths and weaknesses      Completed after the lesson is taught. 

 Respond to the following questions: 
o What did you learn about teaching the specific content as a result of this lesson? 
o What did you learn about your lesson preparation as a result of this lesson? 

o What have your learned about teaching in general as a result of this lesson? 

 Not all reflective thoughts need to be about what needs improvement. Identifying things that were effective is also important 


